Tuning the Drums

Assembling the Stool

Use the included drum key to tune your drums.

1 - Extend stool stand feet.

Following the order below, tune your drums by
turning the key clockwise one quarter turn at
a time. Turning the key raises the pitch of the
drums, while turning it to the left lowers the pitch.

2 - Insert riser in to stand so that butterfly nut and
rivet slide completely into grooves on the stand.
Tighten butterfly nut.
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3 - Place stool seat cushion onto stand, tighten
butterfly nut.

JUNIOR DRUM SET - INSTRUCTION MANUAL
PARTS LIST:

Bass Drum

Bass Drum Skins

Rods and nuts (4)

Bass drum hoops (2)
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Bass drum spurs (2)

3
Foot Pedal

Felt Beater

Snare Drum

Tom Drum

Drumsticks (2)

Cymbal

Foot Pedal
Screw

2

Mounting Arms (2)

Tuning Key

Cymbal Arm and
hardware

Stool Seat Cushion Stool Stand

1

Stool Riser
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Always ask for adult assistance in setting up this drum set.
Before setting up this drum set, carefully review
the contents to ensure that nothing is missing.

Assembly Instructions
Bass Drum Spurs

1. Loosen wingnuts then insert bass drum spurs
into the push mounts collars and then tighten.
Mounting spurs are nearer to the front of the drum.

6. Before securing the rods and nuts, the
bassdrum should be assembled like this (see
image below). Note that the tab for the foot pedal
is FACING the drummer position, and resting flat
on the floor.
FRONT OF DRUM

REAR OF DRUM

Mounting
spurs are near
the FRONT
side of the
bass drum.

12. To mount the tom, repeat the steps above,
using slot B on top of the bass drum. Ensure
that the mounting arm is pointing to the right.
To attach the tom, begin by loosening the
wing nut, then inserting the shorter end of the
L mounting arm into the push mount on the
snare. Finally, tighten wing nut.

Bass Drum Pedal

8. Insert the felt beater
to the bass drum pedal
and tighten wing nut.
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9. Attach the bass drum
pedal to the rear of the
bass drum by aligning
screw hole (9) onto
protruding tab of hoop.
Insert screw from and
tighten with drum key.
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Ensure mount arm
points left from
drummer position

Bass Drum
(follow diagram below for correct layering)
9B. Uncurl heel of bass
pedal and lay flat.

2. Place front skin (with logo facing out) on to
front of the drum.
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3. Place hoop A over drum.
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4. Place back skin over rear of drum.

Mount the Cymbal

5. Place hoop B over rear skin. NOTE: flared sides
of hoops should face each other.
NOTE: Ensure that protruding tab for foot pedal
on hoop B is facing the drummer’s position and
lays flat on the floor.

TAB FOR FOOT PEDAL MUST
LAY FLAT ON FLOOR

Rods (4)

Hoop A

7. Insert four Rods through both hoops from rearto-front.
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Rear skin
Tab for foot pedal

Hoop B

10. Slide the long end of an L mounting arm into
snare push mount slot (A) located on top of
the bass drum, and tighten wing nut. From the
drummer’s position, ensure the snare mount is
pointing to the left.
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Ensure mount
arm points left
from drummer
position

Front skin

Drum

Mount the Snare and Tom Drums

7B. Secure included
nuts and tighten with
tuning key. Be sure to
rods in specified crisscross pattern. DO NOT
OVERTIGHTEN.
NOTE: square nut must
be inserted into square
holes on hoops.
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11. To attach the snare drum, begin by loosening
the wing nut, then inserting the shorter end of
the L mounting arm into the push mount on the
snare. Finally, tighten wing nut.

13. Begin by sliding
the cymbal arm into
the cymbal push
mount (C) on top of
the bass drum with
the arm pointing
away from the
drummer’s position.

14. Remove the
wing nut, washer,
and top felt. Place
the cymbal on the
bottom felt with
the Robson logo
facing up. Replace
the top felt, washer
and wing nut on the
cymbal.
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